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IN THIS EDITION

I

SUMMER BUZZ

n the May issue the long, dreary winter and poor spring were
mentioned and lamented and we were looking forward to better things in
store. What is that saying? Be careful what you wish for? It’s turned out
to be a bit of a scorcher and at the time of writing this we have been
basking in very hot sunshine for a few weeks with no real let-up in sight.
Love it or hate it - we Brits are rarely 100% happy with our weather. Let's
face it, if we stop and chat to strangers or neighbours the opener in the
conversation is usually weather related. And by the time you read this it
may already have changed.
That's not been the only “buzz” this summer. Even a non-football fan
like myself became caught up in the excitement of England doing the
unthinkable and performing well in the World Cup in Russia. Watching
the quarter final against Sweden was the first time I'd sat and looked at a
football match since the summer of 1966! Well, we needed a bit of good
cheer to put a smile on our faces after recent news and on-going political
dramas.
If you are still feeling hot and sticky and the end of the World Cup has
left you bereft there is only one thing to do - book your tickets on the
THROB boat trip and/or the next quiz afternoon. Enjoy the rest of the
summer, autumn will be here in the blink of an eye... and we can all start
moaning about the weather again.
October Fun
Afternoon
Tea Quiz

Autumn Colours
Cruise
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Trigger Finger

Swollen Tendon
Bent Finger

W

hen established, trigger
finger causes the digit to hook into
the palm, unable to straighten.
This condition starts with
discomfort which is felt at the base
of a digit where the joint meets the
palm. The area is sensitive to
pressure and a lump can sometimes
be felt. Other symptoms may
include pain, popping and
catching, and limited finger
movement
The cause is thickening of the
tendon that acts as a pulley to bend
and straighten the digit and is
common in rheumatoid arthritis,
but can also occur when there is
repeated strong gripping.
The goal of treatment is to
reduce the swelling and the
following appear to be helpful:
● Anti-inflammatory drug - if
arthritis is present
● Ceasing the repetitious “grip”
● Night splints to straighten the
digit
● Deep massage at the base of
the digit
● Steroid injection
If these treatments fail then
surgical intervention may be
recommended and is usually
successful.
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EDITORIAL

T

here is a distinctly “floury” theme to
this issue and that isn't a spelling mistake; the
theme has nothing to do with roses or lupins.
It is a dietary theme.
Diet is a convenient word, it’s easier than
saying “the way I eat” but unfortunately the
word “diet” has become associated with fads and short-term fixes,
something that we “stay on” and suffer through until a specific goal
is reached, after which we revert to the way we've eaten before with
maybe a few minor adjustments. When writing about “diet” in this
magazine it will refer to a permanent lifestyle - unless otherwise
specifically stated.
You may already have noticed there is a small revolution starting
and some interesting challenges to the broad dietary
recommendations from Public Health England that have held sway
for four decades. Some of you may have heard Radio 4's The Food
Programme “The Eatwell Guide”« in early July or watched TV's
“The Truth About Carbs” both of which gave voice to these newer,
research-based ideas. Pressures from the food industry are strong
so public health messages have to be even stronger and up-to-date.
If the messages we need to trust are wrong the population suffers.
GPs are the front line of healthcare and younger GPs are
increasingly keen to help people improve their health with diet and
lifestyle interventions rather than drugs but they know they lack the
knowledge and skills. There is optimism that this may be changing
and that medical students will soon be able to access a whole
module of learning about this rather than a mere three hours in a
seven-year training. Watch this space.
Lesley Richards lrichards48@virginmedia.com
N.B. The editorial board reserves the right to decide the
magazine’s content and to amend articles as necessary

«The Food Programme is available on BBC iPlayer Radio:
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b0b86702
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Good News for Coffee
Drinkers!

T

he Times recently reported on a study from
Australia published in the Journal of the American
College of Cardiology: Clinical Electrophysiology
which summarised a number of papers which have
looked at the effect of caffeine on the heart. In a
minority of patients caffeine can trigger a rapid and
uneven heart-beat. However, in most people this does
not apply. A paper from 2011 followed 130,000 people
for seventeen years and found that the twenty-five per
cent who drank the most coffee were forty per cent less
likely to be hospitalised with arrhythmias than the
twenty-five per cent who drank the least. Then another
paper in 2014 involving 228,000 participants concluded
that for every extra 300 mg of caffeine a day, equivalent
to three shots of espresso, the risk of atrial fibrillation
was reduced by six per cent. There have been a number
of large-scale studies which have also shown that

Persistence Pays Off

F

rom my first year at grammar school in the
1960s I knew that science was the path I would take, but
at the age of eleven I'd no idea that at times it wouldn't
be an entirely smooth path. School itself was no
problem, in fact they were very supportive and after
O-levels I made the decision that I wanted to aim for
university. Prior to university I tried to get a job in a
forensics lab in the north of England but was rejected
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regular tea or coffee drinkers are less likely to die from
heart problems and may also have a lower risk of stroke,
heart failure and coronary heart disease.
As a postscript to the above there was a report from
Finland that saunas may cut the risk of a stroke. It had
previously been shown that saunas may be linked with
a reduced risk of high blood pressure, dementia and
cardiovascular disease. Anyone for Helsinki?
Roger Mills

simply because I was female.
At university I did my degree in biochemistry.
During that time I helped out for a while in a GP surgery
and met quite a few pharmaceutical reps and it occurred
to me that it was quite a good job and that I was capable
of doing it. So in my final year I applied to be a rep for
a pharmaceutical company in the south of England and
was pleased to secure an interview. At interview I was
asked a number of questions before being informed that
they had no women employed as reps but that I'd been
called for interview because they were considering
creating a post for me. This caught my interest until I
was told that the job was organising parties for doctors
and reps!! They didn't in the end offer me that job either
but needless to say I would have declined it. Despite
winning the vote in 1918 women still had a struggle to
be seen as equal to men even after five decades.
Fortunately, I finally went on to work as a
biochemist in the NHS for eight years where I can say I
did not experience any discrimination.
Christine Macdonald
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FROM OUR WARTIME CORRESPONDENT
A Night Manœuvre
by Arthur House

I

t had been a very hot late-summer day when Eric
and I made our way towards a local beauty spot to join
up with a small unit of Home Guard men at the bottom
of a densely wooded hill - St. Ann's Hill. We were
somewhat nervous about taking part in this exercise as
the area was historically connected to a nearby Catholic
abbey where religious persecution had occurred in the
distant past. The denseness of the trees added mystery
and foreboding to the area as if supernatural forces were
present, in effect a rather scary prospect for us young
teenagers. However, being in a platoon of Home Guard
men seemed sufficient to quell our fears and we started
our climb in high spirits as dusk approached. The Home
Guard corporal led us uphill on a circular path to attack
the hilltop clearing from the other side so as to surprise
the enemy, and we made good progress while the light
held.
Higher up the hill both Eric and I noticed a strong
pungent smell, apparently from the dense vegetation
around. The odour got stronger as we climbed and
became overpowering on our digestive systems.
Suddenly Eric burst out with “I need to go to the toilet.”
and I responded similarly. We were forced to stop and
relieve ourselves whilst the rest of the platoon continued
their progress up the hill. It was getting quite dark so the
corporal told us to catch up the platoon as soon as we
could by following his torchlight, he then left us.
Finishing with our makeshift latrine, Eric and I
found ourselves quite a distance behind but we could
see the flickering torchlight and followed it hastily in
the dark, stumbling through the undergrowth much to
our discomfort. Eventually we got to the platoon just as
the corporal stopped for a briefing before the attack.
Extinguishing his torch he said “We have to get through
the final stretch of bushes into the clearing in complete
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darkness, and on reaching the clearing, break into a run,
waving our arms and yelling, so as to surprise and
unnerve the enemy.” Unfortunately, carrying out the
first part of this order in the dark caused multiple
bruising and considerable swearing, the noise thus
created, eliminating any chance of surprising the
enemy. However, when we emerged from the wood we
found the clearing deserted and no enemy to contend
with.
The corporal, bemused and looking at his watch,
said, “I can’t understand this, the defending force
should still be here.” Eric, who had very good hearing,
suddenly piped up “Ere sir, I can hear some noise
coming from the other side of the clearing.” so we all
made our way towards it to investigate. About halfway
there I happened to look to the side and noticed a man
in a Home Guard uniform, Fred the Pikeman, emerging
from a wooden shelter at the side and running towards
us waving his hands in a vigorous and urgent way,
presumably to attract our attention.
On reaching the platoon he accosted the corporal
with the statement that he and three other men had been
ordered by our captain (MW), who had long departed,
to explain the events of the evening to us. Apparently,
on arrival at the summit earlier, the main defending
force were confronted by a religious group who
intended to carry out ceremonies and other rites
according to their beliefs in the clearing. After some
considerable discussion and arguments about these
beliefs MW had decided to end the abortive
confrontation and retire his force in order to avoid any
unnecessary violence, his parting remarks being “You
people should be helping the war effort instead of
playing stupid games.” The corporal, being doubtful
about the situation described by Fred, decided to
investigate the carousing coming from the far side of
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the clearing so we all followed him. We observed a
group of men and women, partly clothed, cavorting
around an image in the centre of a circle
waving their arms about and
uttering
strange
incantations. Eric and I
were transfixed by
this sight and Eric
blurted out to the
corporal “Blimey sir,
what are they all
doing?” The corporal
responded “It's no sight for
you youngsters, turn round and
face the other way.” and he discussed the
matter
with his Home Guard comrades. Overhearing their

conversation, we gathered that the other three Home
Guard men were amongst the participants and they had
been
lured into the activities by the partlyclad women, which caused the
corporal to say “God
knows what their wives
will say when they
get home tonight.”
The
corporal
decided to “leave
them to it” and Eric
and I departed down the
hill to our billets casting
our
eyes
backwards
occasionally to observe, with complete fascination, the
prancing figures in the clearing.

Speed Events In Motorsport

T

HROB member David Keer has competed in
Motorsport events for thirty-five years. If you are
unfamiliar with the sport David explains some of the
aspects below:“Held on tarmac roads,
'Hillclimbs' and 'Sprints'
are events for cars or
motorcycles in various
classes, competing solo
and against the clock from
a standing start to flying
finish. UK courses, often
shorter than those in
Europe, last from 26 - 200
seconds only - and the run
has to be 'perfect' to secure
a good result. As only one car is on track at a time,
accidents are rare and wear and tear low with only two
practice runs and two qualifying runs being the norm.
Championships around the UK are held at a number of
local or national venues often hosting both hillclimbs
and sprints.”
In his long motorsport career David says “I have
competed in all but a few of the classes, enjoying
double-driving our car with two of my three sons in

road-going production saloons, sports racing cars, or in
1100cc 2-litre-engined single-seaters. As time passes,
class records get lowered and now that I’m seventyseven, my sons regularly beat me! My current car is a
2003 Clio Cup with a supercharged 2-litre engine that
has competed in the Over
2-litre
Modified
Production Car class. It is
fully lightened with roll
cage,
modified
brakes/suspension
and
slick tyres - requiring it to
be trailored to meetings.
The nearest sprint
course is Goodwood, and
nearest
hillclimbs
at
Prescot, near Cheltenham,
and Gurston Down near Salisbury.”
David modestly describes himself as 'no hot shot' but
he has had several class wins and and two fastest times
of the day (FTD).
Contact David for further
information on:
07726 328 310 or davidkeer@talktalk.net

What do you call a one-eyed dinosaur?
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Diet Rehab - Against The Grain

I

have been going against the grain, literally and
metaphorically. Metaphorically because I have finally
stopped believing that dietary fat is dangerous and
causes heart disease or that grains should be the basis of
a healthy diet. I have been suspicious from the start but
further study in the last two years has convinced me.
That may seem a shocking admission given my
previous career but increasing numbers of
health professionals across the globe,
including cardiologists, have now
examined the evidence and turned
their backs on current dietary advice.
I have been eating fat - lots of fat - much
of it saturated. I decided to follow the example of
Dr Michael Moseley (of TV fame) and experiment
on myself so I followed a high-fat, lowcarbohydrate diet over a twenty-one-day period and
monitored the results.
Having read research in support of a high fat/low
carbohydrate diet I've found it convincing enough to
cause some pangs of guilt about having encouraged a
low-fat intake during my cardiac nurse years. Claims of
high-fat benefits include reduced risk of heart attack
and stroke, protection against cancer, reduced risk
and/or remission of type 2 diabetes, prevention and
treatment of dementia, cures of IBS and other chronic
gut conditions, improvement in epilepsy, Parkinsons
and other neuronal conditions, improvement in
depression and anxiety states, and most notably effective weight loss with no hunger.
Have I been 'cherry-picking' the research? Yes. I
sought it out deliberately having read the other side of
the argument for decades - and they cherry-pick too. I
don't see western society getting any healthier or
slimmer by following the current guidelines and
something needs to be done to stop the scourge of
obesity and chronic illness.
Of the two most notable high-fat,
low-carb
diets,
Paleo
and
Ketogenic, I opted for the
Ketogenic but both diets exclude
virtually all grains, so no breads,
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A Do-you-think-he-saurus

flours, cereals, rice, or pasta plus no sugars and no
starchy vegetables like potatoes. Most calories come
from fat, a moderate amount from protein, and very few
from carbohydrates. Since fat is very dense in calories,
small amounts of fat go a long way and a ketogenic
dinner plate could be a meat or fish portion, with two or
three types of green vegetables lightly sautéed in butter,
or a huge tuna salad with oil or cream-based dressing.
The fat is as unprocessed as possible
e.g. olive oil, macadamia oil, avocado
oil, coconut oil and butter from grassfed cows. Poor choice of fat will ruin
this diet which is very much about
quality fats, natural food and home cooking.
Avoidance of convenience food is vital due to
hidden carbs, poor quality fats and excess sugars.
The ketogenic diet is famed for its ability to
assist weight loss with ease, but also claims benefits for
those who are not overweight. I did not seek weight
loss but had a few minor health issues I could usefully
monitor:
♥ gut irritability, poor digestion (25+ years)
♥ arthritis in finger and thumb - right hand
♥ interrupted sleep pattern
♥ mucus irritation in throat - hoarseness
♥ anxiety (I'm a worrier)
♥ chronic pain in coccyx
♥ dry skin
It was difficult changing my habits - my usual
breakfast of muesli and ryvita had to go, replaced by
hard-boiled egg, tomato, slice of ham or avocado. Or
full-fat, plain yoghurt with some berries, or a good
old-fashioned English mixed grill! I stuck with the diet
about 98% for the twenty-one-day period.
Results:
♥ gut issues gone. Completely. Could I have a
gluten sensitivity?
♥ arthritis much improved
♥ sleep slightly improved
♥ mucus in throat – significantly improved
♥ anxiety gone. From day four in fact!
♥ mental clarity hugely improved
Continued ââ
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Before Their Time
Pioneers who paved the way to modern medicine
6. THOMAS ALLINSON

T

he pioneer in this issue
cannot be said to have greatly
influenced the course of medical
history but he has a fascinating story
nevertheless and would be just as
likely to divide opinion today as he
did in his own time.
Thomas Allinson was born in Manchester on 29th
March 1858. Having left school at fifteen and begun
work as a chemist's assistant, he saved money and with
the help of his father was able to attend the extramural
medical school in Edinburgh and to qualify as a doctor
in 1879. By 1885 he had established his own practice
in Marylebone, London.
During the 1880s Allinson developed his theory of
medicine called Hygienic Medicine. In contrast to
orthodox medicine, he promoted health through diet,
exercise, fresh air, good breathing, and bathing. He
advocated a vegetarian diet and the avoidance of
smoking (believing it caused cancer), alcohol, tea and
coffee. He especially promoted the use of stone-ground
wholemeal bread. Controversially he opposed the use
of drugs, which he considered toxic and ineffective and
was vehemently against vaccination which by this time

had become compulsory against smallpox.
In order to promote his ideas he wrote a number of
pamphlets for the public which included How To Avoid
Vaccination (1888), The Advantage of Wholemeal
Bread and A Book for Married Women ( both in 1894).
His views brought him into conflict with the Royal
College of Physicians in Edinburgh and the General
Medical Council who particularly objected to his views
opposing drugs and vaccination. As a result, in 1892,
he was struck off the Medical Register but despite this
continued to have one of the most thriving practices in
England. He was also expelled from the Vegetarian
Society due to his liberal views on women and birth
control.
His Book for Married Women advocated equality
for the sexes and the right of women to decide the size
of their family. For this he was prosecuted and
convicted under the Obscene Publications Act in 1901.
In 1892 he founded the Natural Food Company and
bought a stone-grinding flour mill in Bethnal Green
with a bakery established shortly after.
During WWI the value of wholemeal bread was
recognised and his company flourished from the
increased demand for wholegrain breads. Two more
mills were purchased in Newport Wales and Castleford
in Yorkshire. Those mills stand to this day. Allinson
died in 1918 aged sixty but the manner of his death
appears not to be noted anywhere. His name lives on
of course - as the Allinson bread label.
Lesley Richards

♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥
ââ
♥ pain in coccyx region. No change
♥ dry skin. Much improved
♥ weight loss (unsought) 6lb. From my middle
mostly
For the gut and the anxiety benefits alone I decided
to keep following the diet after the twenty-one days but
am re-introducing some grains one at a time to identify
those that may not suit me. I still keep up the fat intake.
I feel great.
My cholesterol stats? There is not enough space here
to give details but I now have a website with more

information about the diet and my experience with it.
Find it here:- lrichards48.wordpress.com Anyone
wishing to discuss this diet further should email me so
that we can arrange a time to do that.
Disclaimer: This article is not a recommendation
for this way of eating. We are all different and I don't
have a history of heart problems. It is my personal
experience and has worked well for me, but I cannot
know if it would benefit you.
Lesley Richards
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THROB COMMITTEE

THROB Exercise Classes
Crown Wood Community Centre
Monday 10 - 11 a.m.
Friday 10 - 11 a.m.
Carnation Hall Ascot
Monday 6.30 - 7.30 p.m.
Tuesday 5.15 - 6.15 p.m. (Full)
Thursday 5.30 - 6.30 p.m.
Friday 8 - 9 a.m. (Full)
United Reformed Church Hall
Burnham
Tuesday 4.45 - 5.45 p.m.
Tuesday 5.45 - 6.45 p.m.
Windsor Leisure Centre
Monday 1.30 - 2.30 p.m.
Tuesday 10.45 - 11.45 a.m.
Tuesday 5 – 6 p.m.
Friday 11-12 noon
Magnet Leisure Centre
Monday 8 - 9 a.m.
Wednesday 8 - 9 a.m.
Thursday 8 - 9 a.m.
Langley Leisure Centre
Tuesday 8 - 9 a.m.
Thursday 8 - 9 a.m.
Friday 8 - 9 a.m.
Friday 9.15 - 10 a.m. (Aqua)
Woodlands Park

Lynn Warner (Chairman)
07956 848 986
Wendy Sivyer (Secretary)
01344 890 716
Keith Jarvis (Treasurer)
01189 785 838
Sid Barker (Webmaster)
01628 625 823

Interests And Hobbies
Following David Keer's article, I'd love to hear from more of you
about your hobbies. Should you feel tentative about putting your
thoughts down, I am happy to come along and interview you prior to
writing a piece for you. Sky-diving or stamp-collecting, just contact me:
lrichards48@virginmedia.com

Afternoon Tea Quiz
Come and tax your brain with a Lesley quiz
Carnation Hall, Chavey Down Rd
Winkfield Row, Bracknell, RG42 7PA
Monday 15th October 1.00 - 5.00 p.m.
£10 pp - Including sandwiches, cakes, tea or coffee
Tickets & information: Lesley Richards 07948 895 366
lrichards48@virginmedia.com

š

Tuesday 11 - 12 noon
Wokingham Youth & Community
Centre
Wednesday 4 -5 p.m.

š

š

Autumn Colours Cruise

Thursday 12 - 1 p.m.
Lodden Valley Leisure Centre
Lower Earley

David Grant (Membership)
01628 627 029
heartrehab@gmx.com
Sarah Hill
07876 586 445
Kevin Johnson (Trustee)
07966 295 873
Trevor Smith (Social Secretary)
07904 169 514

Saturday 20th
October

Depart
Maidenhead
2.00 p.m.
Return 5.00 p.m.

£26 pp - Including full afternoon tea
Tickets & information: Trevor Smith 07904 169 514
social@throbrehab.org
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